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The Purpose of an Agreement Trial
As an awarding organisation CCEA is required to
ensure that appropriate training is provided for
centres delivering internally assessed units:
Condition QC.A2
“For each GCSE/GCE qualification where an assessment
is marked by a Centre, CCEA must ensure that……prior to
the marking of the assessment CCEA makes available
training to the Centre.”
Qualification Level Conditions for GCE and GCSE

The Purpose of an Agreement Trial
To achieve this you will:
• Be taken through the assessment criteria for the
unit/component
• Review exemplar pieces from the summer examination
series that have been chosen by the senior moderating
team
• Take part in a table-marking exercise using the exemplars
• Get feedback on your application of the assessment
criteria
• Have the opportunity to raise any issues you may have
with how the assessment criteria is applied and the
evidence required

The Purpose of an Agreement Trial
Following the advice and guidance provided will:
• Ensure there is a common understanding of how the
assessment criteria should be interpreted and of the
evidence required
• Ensure that all Centres are applying the assessment
criteria consistently
• Ensure candidates from all Centres are treated fairly
• Reduce the number of adjustments that are applied
to Centres’ marks during the moderation period

Malpractice Awareness
• JCQ Guidance (www.jcq.org.uk):
 Instructions for conducting coursework
 Suspected Malpractice in Examinations and Assessments
 Plagiarism in Examinations
• CCEA Instructions for conducting controlled assessments
• CCEA subject-specific instructions
• Authentication of candidate work
• Plagiarism, collusion, copying
• If concerns arise pre-entry or pre-authentication – school
issue; post-entry and post authentication – report to CCEA
• Completion of internal assessment under required
specification and JCQ instructions
• Improper assistance: any act of assistance given beyond that
permitted in specification or regulation

Candidate Permissions
•At previous agreement trials examples of candidates’ work
was anonymised and shared with delegates
•However, recent test cases and the introduction of GDPR
has resulted in a change to the status of candidates’
assessments - these are now deemed to be ‘personal data’
•From autumn 2020, CCEA will not be able provide copies
of assessments to delegates at agreement trials unless
prior permission from the candidate has been granted
•From May 2020, when submitting coursework samples for
moderation, Centres should encourage candidates to grant
CCEA permission to use their work by asking each
candidate in the sample to sign and date the updated
cover sheet

Candidate Permissions

Subscriber Campaign

http://www.ccea.org.uk/signup

OPTION A: MUSIC COMPOSITION (SMU21 AND
AMU21)

The purpose of moderation is to ensure that the
work of all candidates has been assessed to the
Council’s standard by all teachers in all centres.

The Moderation Process

OPTION A: MUSIC COMPOSITION (SMU21 AND
AMU21)

Work submitted by centres
Senior moderator briefing
Moderator briefing

Moderation period &
supervision
Post moderation meeting &
RMA
The Moderation Process

OPTION A: MUSIC COMPOSITION (SMU21 AND
AMU21)

• Internally assessed

• One composition for AS, and one for A2
• AS: 1 ½ - 2 ½ minutes, and A2: 2 – 3 minutes
• Audio recording
•Written commentary (max. 1000 words for AS, and 1200
for A2) (please check word count already in commentary)

• 53 Raw marks available at both AS and A2 level

The Moderation Process

OPTION A: MUSIC COMPOSITION (SMU21 AND
AMU21)

Moderators choose a sub sample of ½ + 1
• A sub-sample should never be less than 6
• The sub-sample must include the top and bottom mark

If one or more in the sub sample are found to be outside
the acceptable range, the full sample from the centre
must be scrutinised.

All centres must upload all work this year, not just a
sample.

The Moderation Process

OPTION A: MUSIC COMPOSITION (SMU21 AND
AMU21)

The moderation workflow decides if:
The centre’s marks are acceptable (20% or fewer outside
tolerance) Category 1
The centre’s marks may need adjustment (21%– 40%
outside tolerance) Category 2
The centre’s marks will need to be adjusted (over 40%
outside tolerance) Category 3
The Moderation Process

OPTION A: MUSIC COMPOSITION (SMU21 AND
AMU21)

If centre marking is consistently lenient or severe:
• Adjustment; or
• Amendment to Moderator Marks.

If centre marking is erratic:
• Return of work for internal standardisation; and/or
• Amendment to Moderator Marks.

If all work from a centre has been moderated and marking
is deemed to be outside of the acceptable range, an
amendment to moderator marks will be made.

The Moderation Process

AS/A2 COMPOSITION TASK
PRINCIPAL MODERATOR’S REPORT 2019

CRITERION 1: CREATION, DEVELOPMENT AND
ORGANISATION OF IDEAS
Compositions should convey a clear sense of style
Musical styles included Baroque, Classical,
Romantic, Neo Classical, Jazz, Traditional Folk, Pop,
Worship, Music Theatre
Marked increase in Jazz/Jazz adjacent styles and a
decrease in Traditional Irish & Programmatic pieces
In some compositions there was no obvious musical
style
Be careful in selecting serial/neo classical styles:
these often fail to fulfil the requirements of the
marking criteria

CRITERION 1: CREATION, DEVELOPMENT AND
ORGANISATION OF IDEAS

Compositions should have a clear and coherent
structure
For instrumental pieces, ternary, variation, rondo and
sonata form are common structures.
Ternary form remains the most popular formal structure
Sonata form is an ambitious choice at this level
Rondo & variation form are most successful when there
is a strong initial melodic idea
Songs tend to be mostly strophic – but are often
structurally imbalanced
Through-composed vocal pieces generally introduce
too many ideas with insufficient development in
evidence

CRITERION 1: CREATION, DEVELOPMENT AND
ORGANISATION OF IDEAS
Compositions should have a strong melodic line
The importance of strong, fluent, clearly phrased, stylistic initial melodic
idea - which allows for future development cannot be over-emphasised.

Development techniques
Ranged from repetition, decoration & countermelody to more
imaginative use of sequence, imitation, fragmentation, diminution and
augmentation.
Many pieces relied too heavily on repetition – particularly songs
However - don’t use too many devices at expense the of musicality

CRITERION 1: CREATION, DEVELOPMENT AND
ORGANISATION OF IDEAS

Centre marking
Tended to be lenient for this criterion and often
suggested a level of wholeness, coherence and
sophistication not present in the composition.
Refer to Progression of Compositional Skills
document

CRITERION 2: USE OF RESOURCES (TEXTURE /
TIMBRE)
TIMBRE
Variety of instrumental combinations included - string,
woodwind, and brass quartets, jazz combos, instrumental
pieces with piano accompaniment, solo piano pieces, SATB
choral pieces (unaccompanied & accompanied) and songs in
various styles
String quartet remains the most popular instrumental
combination
Fewer large orchestral scores submitted

Instrumental writing mostly idiomatic within the chosen style
- but not always imaginative
Part writing did not always explore the full technical abilities
or pitch range of the voice or instrument

Notated pitches were not always playable by the suggested
instruments
Word setting - completed with varying degrees of success

CRITERION 2: USE OF RESOURCES (TEXTURE /
TIMBRE)

TEXTURE
Most successful compositions manipulated texture to
create contrast and variety.
Many pieces lacked sufficient textural variety.

Many pieces were very busy throughout. Allow
breathing space

CRITERION 2: USE OF RESOURCES (TEXTURE /
TIMBRE)
CENTRE MARKING

This criterion was applied reasonably accurately with the
majority of candidates scoring in mark band 3.

CRITERION 3:HARMONY
Note the harmonic progression from GCSE to AS to A2.
A more sophisticated harmonic palette is expected at A2 level
Refer to the Progression of Compositional Skills document
Candidates should select a style that ensures all harmonic
requirements can be fulfilled – this can be difficult to achieve in
Irish Traditional/Baroque/classical pieces.
The use of pre-existing chord patterns such as 12 bar blues is
not advisable at AS/A2 level

CRITERION 3:HARMONY
Improvement evident in harmonic handling – most candidates
scoring in band 3.
Band 3 pieces:
 Displayed a clear sense of harmonic pulse, progression and
cadence
 Used chordal extensions appropriate to chosen style

 Explored tonality through tonal shifts and correctly executed
modulations
Band 4 pieces:
 Used harmony imaginatively and effectively

 Incorporated chromaticism and more advanced chordal
extensions
 Moved to remote keys via carefully prepared modulations

CRITERION 3:HARMONY
CENTRE MARKING
Tended to be slightly lenient for this criterion

CRITERION 4: COMMENTARY
It should be noted that there will be NO TOLERANCE for commentaries
outside the word limit from this year onwards.
AS: 1000 words

A2: 1200 words.

When marking commentaries, teachers will not be able to award marks
in the top band if student commentaries are over the word limit.
Candidates should refer to timings rather than bar numbers unless a
score has been provided.
Lead sheets should be included with songs and include words and
chords

Prose rather than lengthy tables should be used to optimise marks for
Use of English
The majority of commentaries gave a satisfactory rather than analytical
and reflective overview of the piece and were deserving of a mark in
band 2. Weaker commentaries had information in the wrong section
and used basic language rather than technical music terminology.

CRITERION 4: COMMENTARY
SECTION 1
The most successful candidates were able to relate the melodic,
harmonic and instrumental or vocal styles and traits of influential
works and composers into their own piece
SECTION 2
The most successful commentaries explained the structure, and
the creation and development of ideas with reference to bar
numbers on a score or timings in the recording
SECTION 3
This should comment on how chosen instruments or voices are
used in terms of their role and timbre and how they have been
used to create and vary the musical texture of the piece
SECTION 4

Rather than merely commenting on tonal centres and listing
chords, reference should be made to the harmonic devices
used.

ADDITIONAL POINTS
RECORDINGS
Were generally of a very good standard
Sibelius recordings of vocal pieces rarely did the
composition justice.

TEACHER COMMENTS
Ranged from comprehensive information relating to each
composition to brief comments which quoted directly
from the mark scheme.
The best comments explained not just why marks had
been awarded, but why marks had been withheld
Personal information relating to the musical abilities of
the candidate is not relevant!!

